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Sega is on a roll

action-packed episodes sure to captivate Sonic fans around the world! ... Hedgehog has appeared in numerous video games across multiple console, handheld ... 
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SONIC X™ – THE TELEVISION SERIES North America:



Coming soon



Japan:



TV Tokyo network (Sunday’s 8:30 a.m. – 9:00 a.m.) and other local TV stations



Sonic The Hedgehog® Explodes onto Television! SEGA®’s world famous Sonic The Hedgehog explodes onto television in the all-new animated series Sonic X. Created by TMS Entertainment, LTD, a leading animation studio, and in collaboration with SEGA Corporation, the Sonic X series consists of 52 thirty-minute action-packed episodes sure to captivate Sonic fans around the world! Making its debut in Japan in April 2003, Sonic X is coming soon to North America and television stations worldwide. Program Synopsis: Accidentally transported by Chaos Control, Sonic finds himself on a strange planet inhabited by humans and teams up with his newest friend, Christopher. Together, Sonic and Christopher embark on a series of exhilarating and elaborate quests as they search for the “Chaos Emeralds,” precious stones delivering the power to conquer the world to whoever possesses them. Through their adventures, Sonic and Christopher must battle Sonic’s archrival, the evil Dr. Eggman, a robotics authority, who wants the “Chaos Emeralds” for himself so that he can establish his own empire to dominate the world. Known for speed, power and energy, Sonic helps Christopher overcome his boyhood fears as they meet-up with long-time friends Knuckles, Tails and Amy, and encounter new pals Cream and Cheese. In a distant galaxy, the confrontation between Sonic and Dr. Eggman begins once again! Sonic The Hedgehog: One of the most recognized and celebrated video game characters of all time, Sonic The Hedgehog has appeared in numerous video games across multiple console, handheld and wireless platforms over the past 10 years. Consistently a top-selling franchise, Sonic The Hedgehog continues to be a popular icon worldwide in 2003 and beyond. This summer, Sonic The Hedgehog will come alive in interactive electronic handheld games included in McDonald’s® Happy Meals® at participating McDonald’s restaurants throughout North America. Additionally, Sonic will debut on the Nokia N-Gage™ mobile game deck in “SonicN™,” a side-scrolling action game packed with the charms and characters of the Sonic series. SEGA of America, Inc. Access Communications (415) 904-7070 [email protected]



TMS North America TMS Entertainment, LTD. Los Angeles Office Mitsumoto Suzuki (818) 905-8881 [email protected]



TMS Japan TMS Entertainment, LTD. Tokyo Office Yujiro Yamamoto +81-3-3319-1133 [email protected]
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On the Roll 

No more tucking your cell phone under your headset or using various cords and adapters in the cockpit. Experience wireless cell phone communications and ...
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ROLL&FIX : 

La sociÃ©tÃ© ROLL&FIX a dÃ©posÃ© plusieurs demandes de brevet pour son systÃ¨me innovant. LES AVANTAGES DE ROLL&FIX. Un arrimage rapide d'objets de tout calibre. Des sangles toujours disponibles, solides, sans nÅ“ud ni excÃ©dent, qui ne Â« flottent Â
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Sega Piano Nocturne 

Song of the Bay, the Purity, the Day, the Embrace, and the Flower. Sega Piano Nocturne. Composed by Ryuji luchi. Piano version arranged by Kiminori Atsuta.
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Rock N Roll Is King - Blue Patt Country 

Feb 22, 2013 - Line Dance, 4 murs, 32 temps, 30 pas, 2 tags, 4 temps, 4 pas. Niveau. DÃ©butant +. DÃ©marrage de la danse : intro musicale de 4x8 temps, sur la ...
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IMroRTANr! - Sega Retro 

Ensure that the product Is of appropriate Electrical Specification. ..... Note that the master key and the cashbox door key (see accessories) in ... I. Take out the 3 truss head screws, open the BillboardUpper and remove the 2 ..... Some settings det
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owner's manual - Sega Retro 

that the Printed Circuit Boards, Power Supplies and Monitor are to be free of defects in workman- ... This manual is intended for those who have knowledge of electricity and technical ...... EQUIPPED TO ACCEPT A DOLLAR BILL ACCEPTOR.
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is a 

Enleirer idÃ©irisser] le goujon de la charniere superieure. (Fig. G}. T. FtÃ©installer le goujonde la charniere superieure sur le cote oppose du refrigerateur. (Fig. (3}.
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IMroRTANr! - Sega Retro 

Before using this product, read this OWNERS MANUAL carefully to ... After reading this manual, be sure to k6GIl it available nearby the ...... Side pin spc (SPCI5).
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Sega Game Gear Screen Replacement 

Press on the tabs at the bottom of the battery covers then lift up to remove. Sega Game Gear Screen Replacement. Â© iFixit â€” CC BY-NC-SA www.iFixit.com.
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Roll Over, Amundsen 

Ã©ruption du Toba, ont permis Ã  l'humanitÃ© de reprendre son essor. Des civilisations diverses se sont dÃ©veloppÃ©es puis Ã©teintes. Certaines comme les Mayas ...
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How to play CD-Rs on a Model 1 Sega Saturn 

Dec 8, 2000 - Fooling the Saturn into thinking the CD door is closed. 4. Preparing files for ... If it detects an audio CD it will boot into the control screen.
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Remplacement Sega Dreamcast Power Supply 

3 "pince Ã  bec (1) ... Retournez la console sur le dos. ... Retirez la baie d'expansion en appliquant une pression sur le petit clip sur la baie d'extension tout.
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On Teaching Mathematics1 Mathematics is a part of ... - Michel Delord 

generations of mathematicians grew up without knowing half of their science and, of course ... They first began teaching their ugly scholastic pseudo-mathematics to their students, then .... Then we try and find the limits of application of ... The m
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Rock'n roll lady 

Em D C D. Em. D. C. D. Em D C D. In the light of the night trying hard to forget. Em. D. C. D. Em D C D. All the cries and the lies of the people she met. Em.
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a. Make sure the printer is turned on. 

Question: After changing the new toner, it still shows "Replace Toner", "Toner Low" or "Toner. Ended". Answer: Please try the following steps: a. Make sure the ...
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MozTAIL is a "Unix like" tail program working on ... - ophilipp.com 

If you enter wildcard in pathname, mTAIL will list the filename matching the ... When active, this option allows mTAIL to resolve IP address in the tail Windows (ex: ...... If you lose your registration infos, contact me by eMail ([email protected]).
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REPORT ON THE FUNDAMENTAL LEMMA This is a ... - IAS (Math) 

seems necessary to any decisive progress toward Langlands' conjecture ... well as some recent progress in the subject. ...... This is the basic idea of the global.
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SSP 331 Variable Anti-roll Bars on the Touareg - Volkspage 

To protect the pressure accumulator, pressure in the system must be over 70 ... The pressure accumulator is recharged if the ... "Service " section on page 33).
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Family is on a mission to ride around the world 

Zealand then flew to Mel- bourne to visit friends at Gis- borne before setting off on a ride through Victoria via Day- lesford, Clunes, Avoca, Lands- borough ...
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Remplacement Sega CD Genesis Connector 

Remplacement Sega CD Genesis Connector. Ce guide vous montrera comment retirer le connecteur Sega Genesis Ã  partir de votre console. RÃ©digÃ© par: Ryan ...
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SSP 331 Variable Anti-roll Bars on the Touareg - Volkspage 

sporty, safe car on the road, with firm suspension, stiff dampers and rigid anti-roll bars. This self-study programme describes the design and function of new ...
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a is for alibi 
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QUAD ROLL 40 - AUDIENS 

Do not look at the beam directly with optical instruments such as magnifiers. 4. Stroboscope effects may cause epileptic seizures ...... it recycled to promote sustainable economic activity. Household users should contact either the retailer where th
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NANO ROLL 100 

UP and DOWN: Selection of operation mode, system settings and programmes, e.g. changing of programme speed and DMX address. 7 SAFETY EYELET. Eyelet for .... DMX is the common "language" via which a very wide range of types and models of equipment fro
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